10/31/16
Treasure Valley Businesses
Re: Combolisk project
Dear Business Leader:
We are about to embark on a new era in marketing for the Treasure Valley as the precursor to a movement
across the country. Our new system will not only link businesses to customers utilizing state of the art
technologies, it will also yield opportunity to return to constitutional roots in our community. I am a former
billboard operator in the Treasure Valley and I am calling on our business leaders to recognize a major injustice
in our lands. Like the Minutemen of yesteryear, I am asking you to carry on the tradition of our founders. One if
by land; two if by sea. Three if by Combolisk.
We have located a site in Meridian, Idaho for
the first Combolisk. This is a new term I have
coined for combining the words community and
obelisk, the first recorded use of a
communication site to notify the traveling
public. Due to a precedent set last year by the
Supreme Court in Reed v. Gilbert, we believe
there is an opportunity to combine the needs of
the community with digital marketing to create
a virtual assembly of digital broadcasting sites
in support of our communities.
According to the precedent, leaders must validate their laws restricting speech in order to make them
constitutional. In my recent request, under the freedom of information act to our states, I found that Idaho as
well as the other states, was coerced into signing contracts to limit advertising to prevent loss of highway funds.
The value of beautification was never taken to the people and validated. This invalidates the law that none of
our governors seem ready to address, which was so important to our founding fathers that they preserved it as
the First Amendment.
Our concept is to create a member based nonprofit organization that will utilize reasonable rules, and a quota
system for managing and developing the digital outdoor broadcast space. We intend to build a non-permitted
digital broadcast site and defend its use. Nonprofit signs, such as political ads and public notice do not require a
permit. Therefore we will test the new precedent against our use of the Combolisk, alternating between
nonprofit with paid sponsorship of digital images like the one we will contract with you. We intend to record
the development of Combolisk sites to the new standard. This will include the upgrade of legacy billboards. The

public record will include land owner info and development including witness and certified drawing leaving no
value we can see that could be claimed to prevent our unhindered use of the Combolisk sites.
Once we build a model here, we will allow independent operators to build a linked virtual network across the
US by adhering to our standard. The standard will include reasonable rules to preserve the space and a quota for
limiting growth, which will preserve the value for offering the free noncommercial space.
By changing from the value of beautification to that of community, everyone wins. Local and national
businesses get broadcast space. Noncommercial and the public including focus on free broadcasts to candidates
for office will benefit from free broadcasts. The public gets a managed use of the broadcast space, but everyone
has to play to win. If the public doesn’t participate and push for the nonprofit management and use of the space,
then it will continue to be developed as billboards with no requirement for free use by the public. Our
government will continue to ignore unconstitutional law.
Once the first Combolisk is operational, we will use funds for developing tools on our web site, Combolisk.org.
Our hope is to use a social movement to bring awareness to our issues of free speech and our current political
system so that we can restore the value of community first. We will create a link between the Combolisk
broadcast sites and the web,providing games with rewards from one percent of the revenue that will be given
back to the public. The Patriot Game will help display those that help support our movement. Look for your
business to be displayed.
We will also use funds to support a spin off organization, Equal foot. We believe special interests in our nation
have put their own interests above those of the country. Money has corrupted our system. Giving free political
broadcasts to any candidate agreeing to campaign expense caps and that these caps will be reduced, each
campaign until there is unanimous support of the candidates to raise the cap or authority by a majority of the
people, reducing the effect of money in our political system. Regardless of the outcome of the 2016 election, a
candidate that can develop a base in social media can potentially develop a platform prior to taking money from
special interests to market the candidate’s name if we can provide a national network of awareness for free. The
Combolisk organization can do that. If we don’t our consolation is management and preservation of the outdoor
space for the noncommercial sector.
We are asking for the businesses of the Treasure Valley to support our movement. I know the history and
believe this is a market of patriots. Our location in Ada county, on the Boise/Meridian line is the center of
traffic in the Treasure Valley as well as the corridor to the pacific northwest. The state would not approve the
location because it is zoned rural, although it could receive a billboard permit from the county. The state will
have to prove that we do not have authority to coin a new phrase and avoid definition as a billboard even though
they allow highway logos, bus benches, and transit shelters, which violate billboard law. They will also have to
prove that the digital display infringes on the value of beauty even though the structure can exist legally without
permit. Finally they will have to prove the combination of digital lights proves their value of beauty when
formed into the logos and messages you provide, which are like the art submitted for digital billboards. If they
choose to challenge our alternating use of nonprofit and sponsored broadcasts, we have the precedent on our
side and believe we will prevail or the state will be forced to take down the site and pay just compensation upon
removal, as this is clearly a precedent for billboards.
It is theoretically possible that there will be a suit over the right to remain. I anticipate two hundred local
businesses will unite to defend our cause. This way we distribute the risk. If a local billboard operator was to
offer the space, a competitive price would be five advertisers per side at five thousand dollars per month. We
are asking two hundred businesses for five hundred dollars per month and to be rotated between each side of the
two sided broadcast site. The traffic count is over one hundred fifteen thousand cars per day and your broadcast

will come up within every seven minutes of the day. Your business will have an excellent opportunity to reach
the entire valley at the heart of the Treasure Valley where there are no competitive billboards for miles.
We are overselling the number of broadcasts, but we have dramatically reduced the cost to participate. In doing
so, everyone we contact should be able to participate. We will offer a fifteen percent commission to bona fide
third party advertising agencies if you place the business through them. We are developing this movement with
just a few family members in between our other jobs. We are focusing on the future management of the space
and not as billboard operators. We are committed to the nation and will help start to heal our communities. We
ask that you support us in developing this nonprofit into a national movement. We ask for your commitment to
the space. We also ask that you provide us with camera ready artwork. If you do not already have creative, we
suggest you use a local graphic artist and/or photographer. Freelance.com or additional web sites can also offer
competitive services.
We are asking for a three year commitment, billed quarterly in advance. We are asking for a three year contract
to fund our suit as necessary. The first payment is due by February 1, 2017 with a planned broadcast site
operational April 1, 2017. We will deposit the money in an escrow account and not begin until we have at least
one hundred businesses contracted. We will return one hundred percent of the funds if we do not achieve our
goal. We ask that payments continue in the event the location is lost, as we believe we will prevail by the courts.
If the location is lost within the first six months, we will cancel the contracts. We will provide comparable
broadcast space or a percentage share of a settlement in the event we receive just compensation for the loss of
the space. Your maximum exposure is limited to three thousand dollars should we develop the broadcast site
and lose everything.
Once we reach our goal and avoid a suit, we will to initiate an option to buy the nine acres the broadcast site
will be built on. We will fund twenty percent of our revenue following resolution of the defense of the site to
the development of a park for the community. We only need a few feet of space and would like to
commemorate the first Combolisk, as well as those businesses that defend our right to free speech. Please make
your business a patriot in history, or our fight to restore free speech and organize the outdoor space as it will
continue to evolve with or without us.
If we do not act together in this new era of “minute businesses”, we will forever lose this idea to preserve the
space for our communities. Someone will test the fact that no state has prepared for the challenge of highway
beautification as a result of last year’s decision. The continued development of the space is inevitable. Until the
people are ready to remove the inherent right of the space to the tune of an estimated seven trillion dollars, the
use will continue; consequentially nonparticipation is not an option.
Included is a contract for your approval. If you are a patriot and your “minute business” supports our
constitution, please fax or email a signed copy to us. We will then forward an invoice for the initial payment to
us in advance, which will not be due until February 1, 2017.
Sincerely,
Michael L. Macgowan Jr.
PO Box 4061
Parker, CO 80134
Ph 303.818.6245 Fax 7206340924
mmacgowa@yahoo.com

Contract for Digital Broadcast Space
BROADCASTER
Name
Address1
Address2

Organization
PO Box 4061
Parker, CO 80134
Combolisk.org
Combolisk@gmail.com
Ph 303.818.6245
Fax 7206340924

Approved by BROADCASTER:

City, ST zip
Phone
Email
Fax
BROADCASTER
/Product
Campaign
PO/Reference

Date:

Start Broadcast Date

April 1, 2017

Rate (quarterly)

$1500.00

Duration (quarters)

12 (3 years)

Location

I-84 East of Rolling Hills Dr.
43.59,-116.34

Standard Conditions
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Time is of the essence. The Broadcaster must provide art work, material(s), and instructions fourteen (14) days prior to the initial broadcast date. In the event of default by
Broadcaster, billing will occur on the initial broadcast date.
Rates are net. Initial Payment is expected by February 1, 2017 and upon quarterly intervals in advance until contract completion. If the broadcast site is removed by a governing
authority within six months of the initial broadcast date, this contact shall terminate after Broadcaster has paid two quarters. If the Supreme Court issues a final order
invalidating the use of the broadcast site for Broadcaster, this contract shall terminate. In addition to the contracted rate, Broadcaster agrees to pay Broadcasting Company all
costs including attorney fees and collection costs plus a monthly service charge at the rate of 1.5% of the outstanding balance on the invoice to the extent permitted by
applicable law. Delinquency will be considered a breach of this contract. Payments will be made to the oldest invoices outstanding.
This contract is non-cancellable without the written consent of Broadcasting Company.
Broadcaster grants Broadcasting Company the right to use copyright and trademark materials in the broadcast and do not infringe on any third parties’ intellectual property
rights or community standards. Broadcasting Company retains the right to reject any broadcast. Broadcaster will indemnify Broadcasting Company for the use of all productions
materials for broadcast and defend Broadcasting Company against use of the production materials.
This contract represents the whole agreement for broadcast. Broadcasting Company will not be bound by any stipulations or representations that are not described in this
contract. Any breach of contract shall not constitute a breach of the entire contract and the balance of the terms shall remain in effect.
If Broadcasting Company is prevented from broadcasting for any reason beyond its control, or if Broadcasting Company is unable to provide the contracted broadcast space, this
contract shall not terminate. Credit shall accrue until space is available or a suitable replacement is made. In the case of illumination, should there be a loss of more than 50%
illumination; a 20% pro-rata credit based on four week billing will be given.
Broadcasting Company is not responsible for storage of broadcast materials following sixty days of contract expiration unless provision is made for storage.
An installation time of seven days may be required for broadcast.
Broadcaster is responsible for artwork to broadcast and all associated production costs. Said production must meet Broadcasting Company specifications in order to be
broadcast. Replacement of damaged, faded or unusable production materials is at the expense of Broadcaster.
Cutouts and/or extensions where allowed and possible are limited to 5 feet above, 2 feet to the sides and 1 foot below the broadcast space. A one-time fee of $100/ft will be
billed for any extension.
Digital displays may have up to two hundred broadcasters rotating broadcasts at four second intervals. A community service broadcast will appear initially and as each eleventh
broadcast
Approved By Broadcasting Company:
Date:

